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There is / There are, quantifiers

8 Sorry I'm late. I had ................................... with my bike. D Complete the sentences with many or much. 1 
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There is / There are, quantifiers A Look at the picture and complete the text with the correct form of there is or there are. This is a classroom in my school. There is (1) ..................... one desk for the teacher and (2) ..................... six desks for the pupils. (3) ..................... a computer for the teacher. (4) ..................... computers for the pupils. (5) ..................... a cupboard in the classroom.



B Complete the sentences with the correct form of the nouns in brackets.



flowers (flower) on the table. 1 There are some ...................... 2 There aren’t any ...................... (fish) in the pond. 3 There is a red ...................... (roof) on that house. 4 Are there any ...................... (child) in the park? 5 There is a ...................... (dish) on the shelf. 6 There are some...................... (potato) in these boxes.



C Complete the sentences with some or any and a word from the word box. shampoo



problems



photos



chairs



friends



batteries



biscuits



money



any money 1 I can’t buy these sweets. I haven’t got ................................... . 2 I want to wash my hair. Is there ................................... ? 3 I’m going to the bakery to buy ................................... . 4 I haven’t got my camera so I can’t take ................................... . 5 Everybody was standing because there weren’t ................................... . 6 Are there ................................... in the radio? 7 I went to Tina’s party last night with ................................... . 8 Sorry I’m late. I had ................................... with my bike. D Complete the sentences with many or much.



many 1 There are ...................... books in the library.



6 We know ...................... people in London.



2 She doesn’t like ...................... sugar in her tea.



7 There isn’t ...................... chocolate in the



3 How ...................... does the bike cost? 4 The boy has got ...................... toys.



cupboard. 8 He doesn’t have ...................... time.



5 There are ...................... apples on the tree.
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There is / There are, quantifiers – Answers A



1 2



There is there are



B



1 2



flowers fish



C



1 2 3 4



any money any shampoo some biscuits any photos



D 1 2 3



many much much



3 4



There is There aren’t 3 4



roof children 5 6 7 8



4 5 6



many many many



5



There isn’t 5 6



dish potatoes



any chairs any batteries some friends some problems 7 8



much much
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Lesson 02: There Is ~∼ / There Are ~∼ Lección 02: Hay ~∼ / Hay ~∼ 

(Hay profesores.) 4) There is a bicycle. (Hay una bicicleta.) There are bicycles. (Hay bicicletas.) 5) There is a pilot.
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There it is : Greetings 

E Auf Wiedersehen. 4. You greet an exchange student from Germany who is the same age as you. A Guten Tag. B Guten Morgen. C Mach's gut. D grÃ¼ÃŸ dich.
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There Are More Things - Biblioteca Virtual Universal 

There Are More Things - Biblioteca Virtual Universalhttps://mainbucketduhnnaeireland.s3.amazonaws.com/.../1493229815-Los
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Past Simple, There was / There were 

(be) you? 2 Peter ...................... (not go) to the library yesterday. He ...................... (stay) at home. 3
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There is some boys egg some 

A 1 some. 4 some. 2 any. 5 any. 3 any. 6 some. B 1 There is some. 2 There isn't any. 3 There aren't any. 4 There aren't
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Page 1 CONSTRUCCION "THERE BE: HABER" There seguido por 

There seguido por alguna construcción del verbo BE se traduce por la forma impersonaldel werby ABER. Presente simple. AF
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was Were there 

9 jul. 2013 - (on a boat). (happy). (closed). Was the man rich many years ago? 1. 2. 3. 4 ... 2 the men / on holiday / i
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No, there isn't. There's an elephant in the picture. There's Is there an 

2 ...................... a bag on the table? ...........................................................................
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Are There Alternatives for Youth Trapped in Violent ... - Wilson Center 

spectrum of individuals concerned with policy and scholarship in national and international affairs. supported by public
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who or what is hiding over there wer oder was 

Legal who or what is hiding over there wer oder was versteckt sich da draben childrens picture book eBook for free and ... PDF file for free from our online library.
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Is there a new Brazilian model of development? - Brazil4Africa 

Aug 1, 2014 - unfavourable consequences for the trade balance, proved highly ..... In the last few years, a variety of signals suggest the Brazilian model could ...
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Is there peace and joy in your Christmas? 

kindness. For Catholics, Christmas doesn't end the day after when the lights and trees come down and unsold goods go on
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All times are approximate please be out there 10 

(DUE TO STAFFING CHANGES WE, ARE RUNNING DOUBLE ROUTES AND. ANTICIPATE THAT THROUGH THE END OF SEPTEMBER) (DEBIDO AL.
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Are there many roads to God? - Lamb and Lion Ministries 

and Joshua, the two spies out of twelve who brought back a positive report stating they believed the Lord would defeat t
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Myth: There is inadequate capacity for processing organics - NC.gov 

6 feb. 2017 - 11/documents/2014_smmfactsheet_508.pdf ... North%20Carolina%202012%20Food%20Waste%20Generation%20Study.pdf
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there is no room for choice die tragodien nicholas 

Read and Save Ebook there is no room for choice die tragodien nicholas rowes munsteraner monographien zur ... PDF file for free from our online library.
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Page 1 BARBARA. HARRISS* THERE IS METHOD IN MY MADNESS ... 

costs, bottlenecks, uncertainties, lack of knowledge (though â€œtraders were found to be highly knowledgeable about price movements in various market centers,â€�.
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Always there to help you - UserManual.wiki 

1 jun. 2014 - to rain or moisture and objects filled with liquids, such as vases, should not be ... Keep this unit away
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Always there to help you - FCC ID 

WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, this apparatus should not be exposed to rain or moisture and obje
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Always there to help you - UserManual.wiki 

10 dic. 2013 - Para ahorrar batería, desconecte el cable USB o apague manualmente ..... las normas de FCC e ICES-003 de
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You are responding to the situations listed below, there may be ... 

3. It's 8:45 PM and you are walking past your neighbor's house. He waves at you. 4. It's 4:30 in the afternoon and you r
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IF there are no lesson plans laid out and specific instructions have ... 

The Book Thief (movie with worksheet) - G1 and G2. â€¢ Most Martha (movie with worksheet) - G1 and G2. â€¢ Swing Kids (movie with worksheet) G1 and G2.
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There are many new faces here at the school this year 

It is the policy of McMullen County I.S.D. not to discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or han
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Is there any truth in the thesis of the end of social democracy? : An ... 

trial Revolution and thus has outlived its usefulness. Its success in ... formations and revolutions in Central and Eastern. Europe ..... However, if some quantitative.
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